
Taste and Smell (LP007710) 

Allen, John. 

Describes the remarkable way in which our senses of taste and smell work together 

to give us information about our surroundings. How we are able to taste and smell 

is explained, and different types of tastes and smells are discussed.  1987.  

My Brother, the Robot (LP014299) 

Becker, Bonny. 

Ten times better than a human boy, Dad hopes that Simon will set a good example 

for Chip. Instead, Chip feels like Simon is taking his place-at school, on the swim 

team, even in his parents’ hearts. 2002. 

The Supernaturalist (LP015562) 

Colfer, Eoin. 

In a future world fourteen-year-old Cosmo Hill escapes from an orphanage where 

children are used for product testing. Cosmo joins a gang of "spotters," kids who 

share his rare ability to see small, blue creatures that steal energy from wounded 

humans. For grades 5-8 and older readers. 2004. 

The Glove of Darth Vader: Star Wars (LP012831) 

Davids, Paul. 

Luke Skywalker, Princess Leia, Han Solo, and the Rebel Alliance have fought 

valiantly against the evil Galactic Empire. Together they kept alive the hopes for 

freedom, and helped restore the ways of the old Republic with its wise senate and 

noble line of Jedi Knights. But now a new threat awaits the Alliance. 1997. 

Super Machines (LP007708) 

Freeman, John. 

This book looks at twelve of the machines which do so much work for us, and at 

how we used to do the work before the machines were invented. 1986. 

Robert Fulton, Boy Craftsman (LP004252) 

Henry, Marguerite. 

An easy-to-read biography of the portrait painter and inventor of the submarine 

and steamboat. 1945. 



The Crime Lab Case (LP014681) 

Keene, Carolyn. 

Nancy Drew and her friends Bess and George assist Professor Parris at a special 

high school camp that teaches how science solves crimes. Then the professor falls 

into a coma. The girls continue with the program while searching for the cause of 

his illness. For grades 4-7. 2002. 

Whales (LP009652) 

Martin, Louise. 

Describes the 12 species of whales, threats to their existence, and effort of the 

World Wildlife Fund to save whales from extinction. 1988. 

When You Reach Me (LP018041) 

Stead, Rebecca 

New York City, 1979. Twelve-year-old Miranda helps her mother prepare to be on a 

television game show. Meanwhile Miranda tries to understand why her best friend 

Sal doesn't want to hang out anymore--and why someone is sending Miranda tiny 

notes from the future. For grades 5-8.    2009. 


